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Q2 Quarterly Update 2013 

Business News – Elliott Scott 

Whenever I sit down and write these updates I always think that things have slowed internally at Elliott Scott 
and then I go through what we’ve achieved in a quarter and it just continues to astound me. As I write this I 
can be especially proud to announce two further hires to our Hong Kong team with Dena Haron joining us 
from Michael Page HR and Tony Ho joining us from Profile. Dena comes in with immediate market knowledge 
and will focus on the growth of our HR business into Legal, Accounting, IT and Commerce. Tony comes with a 
number of Asian languages under his belt and has been hired to build out our China and Japan database. Long 
term it will be Tony’s challenge to set up in China when the time is right for us to eventually be on the ground 
there.  

In September 2013 we will also be moving into our new offices in Hong Kong, the lease has been signed and 
we’re just in the process of finalizing the designs. I’ll send round pictures in the next update so you can see a 
little more about who we are both as a brand and as a business.  

Probably the biggest news for us to date though is the launch of our New York office. Jennifer Berger, who 
started with me just 6 months into the Elliott Scott dream will be leading the operation and will be tasked with 
building this out. We know that this is a distinctly different market but with Sao Paulo and Asia now up and 
running we firmly believe that this offering will help clients and candidates bridge the gap between these 
markets. Jennifer is nicely poised for us to be able to offer advice on finding talent in Asia and the US.  

If you need to contact Jennifer to discuss roles in the US or Asia her email address is: jb@elliottscotthr.com  

Recent Trends 

Business in Asia has gradually started to pick up. In both Hong Kong and Singapore we would say that there 
has been greater confidence within the market and clients are far more decisive with their hiring strategies at 
present. Hong Kong has seen the return of the in-house finance recruiter and while no one is going to say that 
there is an abundance of roles it is worth noting that Front Office recruiter requests have increased in the last 
quarter.  

Commerce for us continues along a very steady trajectory, China has stated that growth numbers were down 
on last year but that hasn’t stopped people from looking at the long term gain and being firmly aware that 
great talent in that area remains hard to find. One location in Asia that we have started to see and hear more 
from is Japan, government stimulus clearly seems to be working and people seem to be hiring again. 
Unfortunately this market has never been a heavy client driven market and people always seem to be crying 
out for western educated Japanese speakers.  
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Sao Paulo remains an exceptional market for us as we continue to build out the office there. Clients remain 
heavily focused on local candidates due to the issues around languages but people returning to Brazil from 
overseas should definitely get in touch with Andre and his team on the ground.   

Going forward we will adapt our update slightly and have a piece from each of our market leaders.  

Outlook 

We see the market maintaining its current level of growth, which is solid rather than exceptional. In saying 
that, we are already working with candidates and clients on their plans for the end of 2013 and the beginning 
of 2014 where we feel clients will be in a far greater position to focus on growth again. Most comments from 
HR people at the minute seem to be that internally most people are running at full capacity and won’t be able 
to sustain their current work load if things truly pick up.  

Finally 

On the 4th July we hit our 2nd anniversary as a business and I would like to take this moment to thank everyone 
that has been there and supported us. I am exceptionally proud of everyone here and look forward to building 
the business further.  

If you have any comments at all please do not hesitate to contact me directly.  

Regards 

Stuart Elliott 

Global MD 
se@elliottscotthr.com  
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